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Background Introduction 

 

The new DFT-PIRXO series camera could not only provide 7*24 full-color monitoring, but also 

a combination of PIR function together with sound-light alarm. 

The connected DVR should be –M series v4.20.200.  

If it’s connected to other DVR, Trigger Alarm Output will be enabled automatically and will not 

be changed. 

How to use DFT-PIRXO colorvu camera 

PART 1: PIR Function Configuration 

(1) Go to Main Menu- Functions to set the details; 

 

(2) PIR Level which ranges from 1~5, which represents the sensitivity. The higher the value is, 

the easier the PIR event will be triggered; 

(3) PIR DET MODE could be selected as OUTDOOR (default) and INDOOR. Indoor mode is 

more sensitive together with a rapid response speed, which is suitable for a small 

monitoring environment. While the outdoor mode has a more precise response to human, 

influencing factors like hot wind and sunshine could be filtered efficiently, which is suitable 

for large-scale monitoring; 

(4) ALARM TIME (5s, 10s, 15s, 30s, and 60s optional) is the time per event lasts. If a certain 

event is triggered and you set the time to 5s, the alarm will be stopped after 5s; if there is a 

new alarm triggered before the former alarm stops, the alarm will last for a new 5s 

regardless of the former one. 
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PART 2: Linkage Action Configuration 

(5) In DVR local configuration interface configuration-Event-Smart Event, you will find there 

are three new options in the linkage action of all the events, which are respectively flashing 

light alarm, alarm out alarm (-PIRXO has a physical alarm out interface) and sound alarm ; 

 

(6) Click the setting icon to set the arming schedule; 
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(7) If you have succeed in configuring the sound-light alarm, the next time an event is detected, 

it would keep flashing in blue & red and beeping then stop. 
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